
Response to Journal Club article, How to Reach: Movement Planning in the Posterior 

Parietal Cortex by Petzschner and Kruger 

It is a pleasure to have our study (Cui and Andersen 2011) highlighted in the Journal Club by 

Petzschner and Kruger (2012). Their critique shows a close familiarity with research on the role 

of the posterior parietal cortex in decision making and motor planning.  

Our results showed that the parietal reach region (PRR) represents potential reaches (spatial 

location and effector) before an arm or eye movement is instructed or chosen (Cui and Andersen 

2007, 2011), whereas area 5d only represents reaches (spatial location and effector) once a reach 

has been selected (Cui and Andersen 2011). We proposed that at the level of PRR, potential and 

chosen reaches are represented, whereas area 5d is downstream and only represents chosen 

reaches. Another recent finding by Klaes et al. 2011 shows that PRR represents both potential 

and chosen reach goals, consistent with our results.  

Petzschner and Kruger are concerned that not all combinations of effector (arm and eye) 

independent and goal independent permutations are present in our task and they propose an 

elegant, but likely impractical, task which combines elements of our study with elements of two 

other studies (Calton et al. 2002, Klaes et al. 2011). 

Their proposed task is likely not feasible because of its complexity—it was difficult enough to 

train the monkeys in the effector instruction and choice task that we used. However, a fact that 

the authors overlooked largely constrains the results of our study to our interpretation. In our 

experience, nearly all of the cells in PRR and area 5d are effector (reach) selective and spatially 

tuned (Cui and Andersen 2007, 2011). Even the study of Calton et al. (2002) found only a very 

small fraction of PRR neurons that are effector specific and not spatially tuned. Thus, their 



concern that PRR is involved “in the effector decision process independent of the potential 

spatial movement goal” is essentially unfounded. Likewise, the fact that both areas represent the 

spatial goal and area 5d is only active after the effector is chosen, argues against area 5d still 

being upstream of the selection of the spatial goal as proposed as a possibility by the authors.  

We wish to thank Petzschner and Kruger for their Journal Club article on our recent study and 

we hope that our response clarifies the issues they raised. We also wish to thank Christian Klaes 

for discussion of the Journal Club article. 
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